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                            Finding a Publisher

                            The publishing sector is dynamic and is filled with constant changes throughout the years.

                                                        Learn More                                                    
                    

                                    

            

                    
                
                    
                                        
                        
                            Submitting to Magazine & Journals

                            There is a vast selection of literary magazine and journal selection in Canada.

                                                        Learn More                                                    
                    

                                    

            

            






    
        
            Our Services

                We at the Canadian Authors Association are delighted to offer a variety of programs to our members and the public such as:

        

        
                     
                
                    
                    

                    Ghostwriting

                    We maintains a list of its members who are willing to do ghost writing. People who want to find a ghostwriter are asked to complete a request form, which can be obtained by contacting info@leseditionsduvermillon.ca.

                

            

                     
                
                    
                    

                    Manuscript Evaluations

                    Are you writing a book? Get a professional evaluation of your work through our Manuscript Evaluation Service. We offer a Manuscript Evaluation Service using the talents of our members, all of whom are professional authors.

                

            

                     
                
                    
                    

                    Find A Publisher

                    The Canadian Authors Association maintains a searchable list of publishers across Canada who takes on unsolicited manuscripts. Remember to take time when crafting your cover letter or email.

                

            

                

    





    
        
            Contests And Competitions

            You can showcase your writing skills by participating in either of these contests and competitions:

        

        
            
                
                                        
                        
                                                        
                                SEO for Online Casinos – How to Optimize Them for Success
                            

                        

						
							In the competitive landscape of online casinos, standing out in search engine results is crucial for attracting players and driving traffic to gaming platforms. Search Engine Optimization (SEO) plays a pivotal role in ensuring online casinos rank high in search engine results pages, making them more visible to potential players.

Amid the myriad options, the best casinos not only excel in game variety and user experience but also strategically employ SEO tactics to secure top positions in search rankings, ensuring their virtual doors are the first ones players choose to enter.

In this …

						

                    

                                        
                        
                                                        
                                Can Vaping Aid Authors in the Writing Process?
                            

                        

						
							For anyone who’s attempted to write a book, the need for concentration is no surprise. This vital element of the writing process is what turns sporadic ideas into coherent, engaging narratives. Yet maintaining focus for hours, days, or even months on end is no small feat. Due to this, authors frequently seek methods to enhance their concentration, and recently, some have turned to vaping in Canada. But how does vaping intersect with improved focus, especially in writing? Let’s delve into the potential reasons and understand the specifics behind this trend.

Understanding Concentration in the Writing Process

Concentration in writing is the…

						

                    

                                        
                        
                                                        
                                How to Write a Fitness Book
                            

                        

						
							Sharing your expertise and passion for fitness through a book is an excellent way to inspire and guide others on their journey to health and wellness. If you’re considering writing a fitness book that covers a wide range of topics, including supplements like here, this guide will help you navigate the process.

Step 1: Define Your Niche and Audience

Before you start writing, determine the specific niche within the fitness realm that your book will cover. Are you focusing on strength training, weight loss, endurance, nutrition, or a combination of these? Understanding your niche will help you tailor your content and ensure your book resonates …

						

                    

                                        
                        
                                                        
                                Effective Writing Tips for the CBD Blogs
                            

                        

						
							A blog about CBD gummies Canada can be an excellent way to enhance your audience engagement, build relationships, boost sales, and make a name for yourself in the CBD business.

Moreover, aside from your business having more potential to succeed, you can help potential customers find what they need. That said, let’s have a look at some of the practical tips you can use to write for your CBD blog:

Do Keyword Research

It would be best to find keywords that people often use in search engines and are realistic for you to use. For instance, the keyword “CBD oil” has more than 300,000 searches every month, but it can be challenging to rank a website…

						

                    

                                        
                        
                                                        
                                Famous Canadian Authors of All Time
                            

                        

						
							Canadians are great at several things such as mouth-watering cuisines, Ice Hockey, and of course, writing. Undoubtedly, Canadian writers are incredible at what they do.

As a literature enthusiast, it’s normal to be fascinated by the works of Canada‘s most celebrated authors.

From Margaret Atwood to Alice Munro, Canadian literature is rich with captivating stories.

Hence, there are several brilliant authors that you probably haven’t discovered. In this post, we’ve taken it upon ourselves to introduce you to famous Canadian authors.

Keep reading.

Why Canadian Literature Matters

…

						

                    

                                        
                        
                                                        
                                How to Write Engaging Content for Your Vaping Blog
                            

                        

						
							With the vaping industry continuously developing, you have an excellent chance of gaining a high number of followers when you start a Eurovap blog. After all, more than 9 million people vape in the US alone. Of course, you still need to set yourself apart if you plan on starting your own vape blog. With that said, here are some helpful tips that can help you create more engaging and exciting vape content for your audience.

Concentrate on Headlines

While writing excellent content is essential, you also need to pay attention to creating your headlines. After all, your readers read it first, and this can determine whether they read your blog post or not.

In this case, if …

						

                    

                                        
                        
                                                        
                                Literary Taxidermy Short Story Competition
                            

                        

						
							Contents: These stories are about home furnishing items such as tables or comfy recliners. This can range into the kitchen too, with cookware sets being the major item. These can be cleaned under and good kitchen faucet.

Genre: Fiction or any other genre

Entry Fee: $10 for each entry

Description: Entries submitted should be more than 2500 words. Please review the closing and opening lines, with this year’s line drawn from Fahrenheit 451 written by Ray Bradbury.

Deadline: 4th of June 2019 at noon PDT

Prize: The winner will receive a $500 cash prize, while the runner-up will receive $50. The stories of both the winner and runners-up will be published in the Literary…

						

                    

                                        
                        
                                                        
                                Eyelands.gr 9TH International Short Story Contest
                            

                        

						
							Contents: The contest will be open to sports writers and professionals. The golf industry will put up a first prize of a top notch range finder. These are good for all ranges of golf players. Especially iron players and mid handicappers. Golfers have been adopting CBD to help with game, experts have warned, there may be risks.

Genre: Fiction

Entry Fee:

Prizes: The winner will get a week’s holiday in the Island of Crete (kindly note that the airfare is exclusive). The top three winner’s stories will be published on an English and Greek anthology. The shortlist will then be published on Amazon as a special edition.

Deadline: 20th June 2019

Description: The theme for this…

						

                    

                                        
                        
                                                        
                                Boulevard Poetry Contest for Emerging Poets
                            

                        

						
							Contents: Poets with fishing experience will be put to the test. Each will sit on fishing chairs and write the best poetry possible. Alternatively, fishing boats for trolling will be provided for the special fishermen. Mothers will be welcome too, even with a snoring baby.

Genre: Poetry

Entry Fee: $16 for each group of 3 poems

Prize: $1,000 as well as publication

Deadline: 1st of June 2019

Description: The contest is open to poets who are yet to publish their poetry books with any nationally distributed press.

More details here: https://boulevard.submittable.com/submit/12288/poetry-contest-for-emerging-poets…
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